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No one WANTS to be homeless, and no one
CHOOSES to be homeless. It happens when
everything you do to prevent it fails to work. Making
anything illegal that cannot be prevented makes no
sense. Instead, make it illegal for circumstances to
force people to become homeless against their will.
Once homeless, people will need to use booze
or dope, just to stay sane, and many lose that fight,
too, becoming mentally ill and often killing
themselves. This ends the problems that society
forced upon them. Self-Servatives (ConServatives,
Con Artists that Serve themselves) cause funerals,
but they don't mind, because they don't believe in
God. PAGE ONE

Published by San Diego
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We go out to 179,000 in the first ten days of every
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printed on only one side to be recycled as scrap paper
before again being recycled as used paper. Paid
advertising not accepted, free ads sometimes provided.
COPYRIGHT 2014, ALL RIGHTS RESERVED, Dr.
John Kitchin, Ph.D. (Psychology), Chancellor (and all
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Quotes: If you don't want homeless people living
on the streets of the city you live in, then give them
a sense of community rather than alienating them.
Help them with resumes, give them a job, help
them find somewhere to live, feed them, clothe
them, and for God's sake, love them. -- Sharon
Brooks. • All religion is a scam, but justifies its
existence by saying that it benefits those that it
scams. -- Upton Sinclair • There ain't no Great
Society when all you can ever be is a lousy janitor
unless your uncle owns the store...you end up
making songs about being poor and watch the rats
run across the floor. -- Frank Zappa, who went to
Mission Bay High School. • This is John Kitchin's
45th Year of becoming self-employed for life. • •
"All of those things that are true, society makes sure
they cannot be proven. All of those things that are
lies have a huge amount of proof, and people take
you right there on Google." John Kitchin, NZ9F

Are You Enjoying Your
Spend-Free Christmas?
Good! Make Sure To Buy
Nothing, Especially Holiday
Gifts. Maintain Your SpendFree Status! Thanks. You're
helping defeat rampant
greed. Way better than
going into debt buying
presents.

"Snide Comments": Beer News: Quaffing brews is a
great way to lose your lover, your liver, and your
livelihood. Beer is artificial wine, made from cattle
feed. Mooo! You don't get big as a cow, just your belly
does. Ace Liver Transplants reminds you that unless
you guzzle 40 beers a day, you're not a real man. •
When you're starving, remember that rich people taste

just like chicken. •
Health
Alert! Flying Rats have been seen in this vicinity.
Wing-Rats spread 3 times the disease of regular rats,
because they can fly and drop virus-and-bacteria poop
bombs everywhere. • Reaching out to the homeless
makes people feel that they are not as responsible for
the homeless problem as everybody else, even though
they are. • Vote NO on Proposition YES. • A semicolon is a person with a colon as big as a semi truck.
Years ago in Wisconsin, we referred to fat-ass people
as "heiffers" (dairy cows). • There is NO masturbating
on the Trolley, because it makes the seats really sticky,
like Holy Communion and Kosher food.

www.NZ9F.com/SDHN
nz9f@hotmail.com
Twitter: @NZ9F (all caps) •
Facebook: John.Kitchin1 or San
Diego Homeless News • YouTube:
NZ9F (all caps)
The Theme of this Edition is Legal Action.

City Plans for Homeless
Action Great Step, But
Flawed: (PDF Link)
http://nz9f.com/yahoo_site_admin/assets/docs/New_Homeless_Plans_
by_the_City.316123501.pdf

New Homeless Plans by the City: $30
million over the next 3 years for private housing
projects that serve low-income people, 1500
Federal Housing vouchers for the homeless
only, 25 low-income apartments designated as
homeless-only, $40 million spent converting 2
old buildings into housing for the homeless.
Nice plans.
Federal reports rank San Diego #5 in the total
number of homeless, but rely on the flawedand-fake “Official Point-In-Time” Count, which
is inaccurate by as much as 700%, and also
fails to accurately define what “homeless” is.
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homeless, not the total number, that makes
San Diego #1. Dealing with only the Unhoused Homeless, and not the total homeless
population, is a recipe for misunderstanding
and disaster! It is also a good way to “prove”
that there are far fewer homeless than there
actually are.
The 1500 vouchers will help, because that is
the average number of persons on the
downtown sidewalks at any given time.
Remodeling the old Churchill Hotel is also a
good idea, because it is in the Target Area of
permitting us to return to our neighborhoods.
And, of course, any new military program, such
as Zero: 2016 is a welcome addition.
Before I list my concerns with these plans, let
me indicate that in the short-run, we have way
more pressing and immediate needs, such as
critical shortages of showers, laundry facilities,
toilets, and all-year shelters, including the need
for a third tent shelter in Ocean Beach. It is my
hope that the tents can be avoided in the
future, instead mandating that any Convention
Center expansions, new stadiums, or shopping
mall improvements such as Horton Plaza
include use by the homeless during those
days, times, and hours when not in some other
use. State Legislators, please pass such a
law.
Getting on with the problems in the proposal,
the largest problem is usually the failure to
consult the homeless ourselves, and instead
proceeding as if the homeless situation were
understood by those in government, which it
obviously is not. Why don’t we have a
committee of non-bankers re-write all the
banking regulations, for example?
I see a problem, the same problem as Section
8 Housing, that a “Percentage of Income” is
likely to be charged for rent. The problem, of
course, is that if your income is small enough,
you cannot afford anything. I have suggested
that people pay a percentage of their income
above $1,200 each month for rent, a more
reasonable definition of “Affordable”, because
we have now taken into account non-rent
expenses, which take priority over paying rent.
Sorry, but this is a viable homeless
perspective, and one that we, and also you,

must deal with. Having a home is of no use if
you also starve to death, for example.

Damages involved, only matters of Legal
Principle.

The other major flaw is that, as written, the
proposal favors the development of The
Bottoms Ghetto, and/or other unacceptable
areas, to deal with the problem the City created
in tearing down our hotels downtown. This will
cause more poor people to become shoved
into that ghetto. I like my plan better, of suing
the City, Housing Commissions, Developers,
and Construction Companies (as well as
current Property Owners) to force our 20%
Occupancy of those buildings built with either
Redevelopment or HUD money, as required by
law.

In addition, it is unlikely that the homeless can
pay for your services that we need, although
Courts do award limited legal fees in Class
Action cases. The case will certainly draw
attention worldwide, and that can sometimes
fuel careers or political ambitions. A champion
of law and decency is likely to get much public
support.

The City’s new plans reinforce the “Separate
But Equal” notion that ghetto housing in a
machine-gun neighborhood a mile away is just
as good as what was taken from us. I will be
working to assemble this into a Class Action
Lawsuit, combining it with other Civil Rights
issues, such as toilets, and hope to get legal
papers filed in the near future.
John Kitchin, Chairman, Homeless Board, and
Representative of the U.S. Homeless, 11-13-2014.

Lawyers Needed (PDF)
The San Diego Homeless are in need of a
Class Action lawsuit to defend our Civil Rights,
maximize our survivability, assure our Right To
Life, ameliorate rampant harassment, and
secure a future for ourselves, albeit our being
marginalized and outcast(e)s. You have in the
past courageously defended our honor and
basic dignity by participating in this type of
Action. Hundreds of us die from pneumonia
and other diseases as a result of our poverty,
and millions suffer unnecessarily while the
wealthy ignore the problem, and use their news
media to make it look like much is being done,
although it is not.
Our only source of any success in the past has
been either such a Class Action lawsuit, or the
threat of one under such circumstances that
the government(s) involved knew that they
would lose same. This is an extremely tough
one, because the particular circumstances
involved require ruling out any Out-of-Court
Settlement on several issues, plus a Change of
Venue is in order. There are no Cash

I will release to those interested attorneys a
synopsis of our needs, reasons why, a brief
history, and our legal arguments, but that
information is Information of Privilege, while
this release here is not.
John Kitchin, Chairman, Homeless Board, and
Representative of the US Homeless, 11-27-2014.

Thanksgiving Cancelled:
Due to lack of both cash and food donations,
both the Thanksgiving dinner for the poor and
the food pantry help were cancelled this year at
my facility in Tijuana. I feel badly about this, as
it adversely impacted US veteran families, and
many who lived their whole lives in the US,
thinking that they were a citizen, and were then
deported. They speak no Spanish, and know
nothing about Mexico at all. Really bums me
out. Welcome to Reality, rich dudes. Can you
say “Soviet Union”? How can thanks be given
to a God that does not exist? What do poor
people have to give thanks for, Poverty?

Christmas Warning:
Holiday Free Meals and Low Levels of Light
are two big hazards this time of year. You
can get very sick from eating the free food
given away at holiday meals, because of a
huge amount of control-substances that are
added to it. Try to avoid eating any of it. It
takes 90 days to get it out of your system, and
can cause poor memory, difficulty sleeping,
disorganization, substance abuse, mental
illness, and even suicide. Also, low levels of
daylight, which occur this time of year, often
cause Clinical Depression, so every year from
Dec. 10 to Jan. 10 there are a lot of suicides,
nervous breakdowns, that sort of thing. It was
PAGE THREE the original reason for

Christmas, the "Festival of the Anointed One",
40 thousand years ago, and he was generally
the King or Emperor, who threw a big party for
everyone, to avoid losing subjects. Even the
Jews celebrated Christmas in the Time of
Abraham, so Christmas is Jewish, too. Their
Christmas today is the Festival of Lights,
Hanukkah (various spellings), and every
culture has its own customs. The bigger
hazard than low light, of course, is the dope
added to the holiday food. Eat a lot of that and
you will be wandering around, wondering
where you are.

232-2753, X101. • South Bay, Laura
Rodriguez, 619-420-3620, X1164. • East
County Suburbs, Micky Brown, 619-4441194, X310. • Clairemont and Kearny Mesa,
Jessica Gonzalez, 858-565-4148, X277. ♦♦♦ •
The downtown Alpha Project tent shelter, in
Barrio Logan (Camp New Birkenau) went from
250 cots to now just 200, meaning larger
numbers of folks on the sidewalk in the cold
weather and rain. • There will be NO
December meeting, because of the holidays.

Toilets Update:

Scabies mites (SARNA), lice (head or genital),
bedbugs (fleas that infest humans and their
bedding), and similar parasites are treated with
a pediculicide, an insecticide intended for use
on the human body. Some infestations are so
easy to spread that shaking hands will do it, so
most hand and body soaps contain triclosan,
which is both an anti-bacterial agent and an
anti-parasitic. In the past, hexachlorophene
was used, but was eventually to be found very
carcinogenic and toxic to brain development in
children. The old remedies are kerosene or
sulfur, and sulfur can still be used today.
There are also home remedies that work, for
example, mayonnaise kills lice, and packets of
that can be had free most places that sell hot
dogs, such as 7-Eleven.

We call for two-rundle toilet units at First and
Broadway, 2nd and Market, 5th and Market,
8th and Market, and 10th and Broadway, with
additional toilets to be added later, north of C
St. (the trolley tracks). Don't bother us with
other plans and other locations. Thank you.

Meetings:
The MAPSS (Metropolitan Association of
Providers of Social Services) met Wednesday,
Nov. 19th, a week earlier than usual due to the
Thanksgiving holiday, with 19 present, all
professionals dealing with social services. One
homeless (me). • The second week in
December the Presbyterian Church on Garnet
in Pacific Beach will have a workshop and give
out hygeine items. Exact date and time not yet
known. • I promised to try to decipher the
"211" holiday information and put that on a
PDF for the group, like I did last year. •
Veterans Homeless Tent is in the same place
as last year, and got an 8 day late start, in
violation of a Federal Court Order, but it is
operating. Males or females, honorably
discharged, show up by 6 pm. You get 48
hours grace before having to show your
veterans documents. • New sheet on
Interfaith Shelter Network options, as
follows: ♦♦♦ Emergency Shelter Additions:
San Diego City Inland South, Jorge Orozco,
619-231-2828 X104.
•
North County
Coastal, Lelani Perrelli, 760-753-8300, 760753-8300, X1319. • North County Inland
and Escondido, Victor Hernandez, 760-4896380 X245. • Beaches, Jasmine Jones, 619-

Hints and Kinks: Bodily Parasites

Scabies, called SARNA in Mexico, is trickier
because it lives a long way under the skin, so
things like HCB (hexa-chloro-benzene) need to
be used to kill the mites in ten minutes, or in 5
hours using the stuff in conventional
insecticides, such as resmethrin or permethrin.
The common lice treatment NIX will kill
Scabies, but requires leaving it on overnight.
Flowers of Sulfur kills all parasites, is very
cheap, and can be had at most pharmacies.
What has also been tried for prevention is
to place a little bit of chlorine laundry bleach
into the water used to bathe with. It is a secret
that chlorine in drinking water is also to prevent
infestation, and it works well.
Temporary itching, using the treatments other
than HCB which is instant, can be reduced by
baby powder containing menthol (99 Cents
Store), or use any insect repellent containing
PAGE FOUR DEET, such as Cutter or Off.

Itching can also be relieved using Orajel or its
generic alternates, containing benzocaine, and
intended for tooth pain. You can also
try naproxin, an agent similar to aspirin, and
sold under the trademark Aleve, and you take it
orally, not on your skin.
Most applications require a shower after the
bugs are dead to remove the toxic residue from
your skin, and all applications cause minor
brain damage from the chemicals they contain,
so do not do this very often or you could
become an artichoke or some other kind of a
vegetable.
So, "high fives", hugs, and
handshakes should be minimal or nonexistent. If you are tempted to dilute a
conventional bug killer and use it to kill bodily
parasites, note that the use of an ant-androach killer will probably kill you or seriously
damage you, while a flying insect killer may be
okay at a dilution of 50 water to one poison.
Prepared by the San Diego Homeless Board,
Dr. John Kitchin, NZ9F Chairman. Not
responsible for results: GO SEE A DOCTOR.
In a pinch, go to Dr. Simi's Farmacia Similares
in Tijuana, for a generic SARNA killer, about 2
or 3 dollars, 24 hours.

Conspiracy Theory?
Anyone using those words is either too stupid
to know how life works, or they know all about
that, and are trying to make YOU too stupid to
know how life works. The media, ministers,
teachers, and rich conservatives are in the
latter group. Conspiracy Groups, called
"Cabals" run everything, and they always have,
for thousands of years. Fact, not theory, but a
big secret. Cabals are the secret groups that
put their blood and semen into all of the food
that is eaten by everyone, in order to control
them, and that is a fact, not a theory. Hospital
Cabals, for example, take a blood sample from
every doctor every day, and put it into the
hospital food. Feeding your blood to others is
where great memory abilities, ability to
concentrate, mental stability, love, and the
ability to be believed when you are telling a lie
come from. Fact, not Conspiracy Theory.
None of this is a theory, but rather a SECRET
of the Bar (Mafia). Know or be stupid.

Homeless 807 Course, only for those
with a Doctorate Degree, continued:

Section A, Basics – (cont.)
2: Peer Pressure, Me-Too-Ism (Bandwagon)
Peer pressure works on the desire of mammals
to be normal, ordinary, and okay. We
sometimes call that nice. There is an adjunct,
which is normal-but-better, and we have words
like pretty, handsome, well-mannered, and
similar. Nobody wants to be thought of as
strange, weird, different, unacceptable, as that
negates the good things they possess. It is a
characteristic of mammals. You don't want
your daughter to be the only engaged woman
without a diamond, do you? This helps
sell worthless diamonds, a popular rock found
in abundance everywhere on other planets.
Apes like things that sparkle and shine, like
worthless gold, also abundant.
The urge to be normal takes many shapes, and
is reinforced by all contact with others.
Everyone has their own standards as to how
abnormal is unacceptable, so it's a mixed bag.
Handicapped people fare the worst, as their
abnormalities are obvious. The whole idea of
banter in a bar before having sex is to see if
they are sufficiently normal, as if that is enough
time to tell anything. Normal traits include
communications skills, manner of grooming
and dress, sense of humor, cognitive abilities,
and social and political thoughts.
Conformity is forced by making all else
abnormal. Take a shower, shave, get a
haircut, wear clean clothes, and stop talking
about Socialism being necessary. You come
off as some kind of a lunatic. We all force
conformity, like it or not, but most it that is not
very overt.
Products, political parties,
corporations, even networking media and
advertising use this method of control. If the
teacher makes you sit in the corner and wear a
cross (pre-Christian times) or a dunce cap
(post-Christian times) you are being singled out
as inferior, abnormal, and unacceptable. Two
thousand years ago the cross was the Roman
symbol of stupidity, and those who offended
the government were forced to wear one. The
PAGE FIVE worst offenders were hanged

from one. This is the use of a symbol for
abnormality, the stray sheep.
Peer pressure is all about Self-Esteem, feeling
good about ourselves and our beliefs, by
thinking that we are normal, well-adjusted,
good people, and successful. This does not
have to be true, of course, just a belief.
Usually that's all it is. So the man laying on the
sidewalk hears the police say that he's lucky he
lives in such a free country as the U.S., or life
would be worse for him. It is not true, of
course, because the North European countries
(Except UK) give people enough money that
they do not need the sidewalk, but it is to
influence thinking.
Shepherding people into what to think and how
to behave is used both in person and in the
media. Not only television, but also Facebook,
where the Navy uses software to be over a
million fake "people" so that it can tell you what
you are normal to like. Social networking sites
make it look like you are being shepherded by
peers, but this is not so at all, but instead
controlled by the Cabals and the Secret
Societies that have been assigned to change
behavior. So a lecture by a Socialist speaker
that really got 2 million likes says "Seen by 8.
3 Likes". Another segment about Justin Bieber
that got 300 views and zero likes says, "Seen
by 1.8 million. 776,000 Likes." This is not
unlawful, just media politics, and you can buy
whatever likes and views you want. You can
also pay to eliminate them from your
competitors. What did you think these
websites made their money on? Advertising?
The word "Amen" is a "Me-Too" and puts your
stamp on religious propaganda. Hearing
yourself say it helps you to believe it is true.
You don't want to be the only one who thinks
God is all a bunch of shit, do you? Get on the
bandwagon, play the same tune as everybody
else, and conform. You want to avoid those
Facebook pages that nobody likes, right? You
want to be normal and drool over Beyonce's
new dress, right? Pressures to conform can be
overt or subtle, but they do change behavior.
In person, the agents of the Controlling Class
(Cabals) will shout "Euuu!" when you have
crossed a line, promoting something they are
sent to get you to dislike. When 300,000 read

my Facebook page, it says, "Seen by 8."
Occupy San Diego has the same numbers
problem, and it is all a matter of social control.
Social control is the process of telling you how
to think to be normal.

General News
New Information on PDF Page,
www.NZ9F.com/PDF. Senior Food Info., WIC
(Women, Infants, and Children) Food Info.,
Free Cell Phones (see Street Edition),
Shelter Options Outlined, way more.
Do you deal with the homeless? Ever get a
college course in the homeless that was not
the usual university B.S.? Course 303,
http://nz9f.com/yahoo_site_admin/assets/docs/
Page_303.318120038.pdf
Melanie seen: Melanie Stuart, one of the
super-intelligent has been asked about a lot,
and was seen on Black Friday, downtown.
She is very busy with college, and does not
attend most meetings because nothing useful
is being done. I agreed with her on that.
www.GuntherGuns.com has certifications for
handguns for just $25. 1-888-683-4264.

Things Censored Out
More poop in the UT about Israeli Terrorism
being justified. Yes, Palestine is at fault for
failure to accept the theft of its country and
land, and the extermination of its culture by the
Nazi Master Race of Israel. Israeli soldiers
killed 72 Palestinians, and got the response of
one Israeli soldier being killed in return. Only
the latter got reported, so does Israel and the
San Diego Union-Tribune consider non-Jews
to be not human life? ♦ An Ocean Beach
artist, harassed by lifeguards for 2 years, sued
the City of San Diego, and won the lawsuit.
http://ireport.cnn.com/docs/DOC-1190463 ♦
The Sacramento Z Newspaper, shut down in
the Facebook and Google Listings has been
found, courtesy of Microsoft Bing, and is at
http://www.saczee.com/z_frontpage.html ♦
Vets Sue Banks For Funding Terrorist
Attacks on US Soldiers and Military!
Several US banks are being sued for playing
PAGE SIX both sides of war, including lending

our enemies money to buy weapons that kill
US soldiers. http://bit.ly/1uXUD5Y ♦
Anyone Interested in FEMA, Cancer Truth,
Communism, more, now on Terrorist Watch
List Terrorists • Caution that the NSA tags
all those who follow the link.
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/terrorists?source=feed_text&story_

♦ Banks Fined For
Intentionally Manipulating the International
Currency Rate to Help Themselves and Hurt
Everyone Else
id=10204053836599124

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/hsbc?source=feed_text&story_id=1
0204053836599124

Eating SHIT: Poop-Water
to Drink in San Diego
Note that this involves everyone else’s shit, not
just yours, coming right out of your kitchen tap!
Instead of shoving all of our SHIT and PISS
(“Toxic Sludge”, now called “Bio-Mass”) into
the Pacific Sewer (ocean), basically untreated
except by the “Sign of the Cross” Blessing
Treatment, so that folks can swim and surf in it,
now this deadly toxic cadmium-laced poop will
be converted into toxic drinking water for use in
San Diego. This is a good plan for fish, and
will save the ocean from becoming even more
of a toilet than it already is. Not a good plan for
humans, however, and California is the only
state that permits “Bio-Mass” (Toxic Sludge,
Human Sewage SHIT) in lawn and garden
fertilizers. That makes us the SHIT Capital of
the World. Come smell our poopy gardens and
sidewalks. We pay the highest utility rates in
the world, only to be given shit and piss to
drink for the money we pay? Our water is
radioactive, and that cannot be easily removed,
nor can cadmium. The idea really stinks.

Abortion News:
For thousands of years, native tribes had herbs
to eliminate pregnancy.
Researchers in
France conducted a study to determine which
culture had the best remedy, and what the
active ingredients were. RU-486, Mifepristone,
causes you to menstruate, and that is all,
cleaning out your uterus, including that clump
of ugly cells that could complicate your life by
someday becoming a human.
Of every
thousand children given up for adoption, only
one, average, gets adopted. The rest are

Foster Children for life, and get cared for by
six-month contracts for child care, paid for by
the taxpayers. Many have different Foster
Parents every 6 months.
70% become
homeless, and nearly all of them, questioned
as adults, would rather have been an abortion.
All children should be desired and intentional.
Mifepristone is very safe and effective.
NEXT EDITION IS DEC. 20 OR JAN. 1.
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